Was the main outcome positive or negative?
How much control did you have playing this game?
How fast did things get out of hand?
Is it worthwhile to Sext?

1 or 2

3 or 4

5 or 6

Someone is messing around
with YOUR
phone, they see the
image and send it on.

You forward the picture
to a close and trusted friend.

You forward the picture
on to someone you
would like to be in
a relationship with.

ROLL AGAIN
1 or 2

3 or 4

5 or 6

The person it was sent to
deletes it. Phew, you’re safe!
GO NO FURTHER

That person can't resist
showing a couple of
friends who all want copies.

That person has a ‘friend’
who sees the picture and
forwards it on.

ROLL AGAIN
1 or 2

3 or 4

5 or 6

The picture is on
Facebook and is
getting LOTS of
nasty comments.

Things turn bad between
you both and for revenge,
they send it to everyone
they know.

Someone adds your
personal information to
the picture. You start getting
dodgy phone calls.






END GAME: When each player has completed the game, as a
group discuss the following points.

ROLL

1 or 2
One player must roll the dice and follow the game board path
according to the number rolled.

HOW TO PLAY: Form a group of 3 to 6 players. Each player must
play on their own until reaching the end of the game board or the
GO NO FURTHER sign.

ROLL AGAIN
3

A family member
People who know you,
sees your picture
who you respect and
online. They tell your
value, see the picture.
parents.

4 or 5

6

There’s a new trend!
No-one is interested
in your picture now.
Go No Further.

You get a note that
the Police want to see
you in the Head
Teacher’s office.

ROLL AGAIN
1 or 2

3 or 4

5 or 6

The picture gets circulated
around your school and
people are saying nasty
things about you.

The picture has gone
viral! There are pages
dedicated to it and people
are calling you names as you
walk down the street.

You go to the shopping
centre. A copy of your
picture is stuck on the toilet
wall with your name and
mobile phone number on it.

ROLL AGAIN
1 or 2

3 or 4

You go for an after school job You change schools. Day one
but the boss recognises you you walk into class; everyone
from the picture and won’t
goes quiet or gives you a
hire you.
funny look.

5 or 6
You or your friend gets
charged by Police with
Distribution of indecent
images and placed on the
Sex Offenders register.

